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A Complete Strategic Business Analysis of British Petroleum (BP)
2018-01-22
submitted assignment from the year 2017 in the subject business economics business management corporate governance
grade a language english abstract british petroleum bp plc is recognized as a biggest and leading petroleum company in the
world whose headquarter is in london united kingdom bp has operations in about 72 nations of the world which generates
approximately or equivalent to 3 3 million barrels of oil every day and operates almost 22 400 fuel service stations in the world
the revenues show that it is the third largest company in energy production and listed as the 5th world s largest company and
is the 6th super dominant producer of oil and gas this study analyses the external environment and the internal environment in
which bp operates using significant strategic administration tools such as porter s five forces based on this analysis the core
competencies and distinctive capabilities of bp can be measured the business level strategies corporate and international
strategic prospects of bp are interpreted and appraised for their suitability acceptability and probability

The Oil Industry and Government Strategy in the North Sea 2016-03-02
originally published in 1980 this book presents a comparative analysis of british and norwegian oil policies focusing on the
interdependence and bargaining relationship between governments and oil companies as well as the policy choices concerns
and constraints for the two governments the perspective is largely that of a government planner whose main concerns are the
long term and complex interests of the state orderly development as well as social and political stability

Oil Strategy And Politics, 1941-1981 2019-03-04
in this book the author reflects major stages in the principal history of oil from the beginning of world war ii to 1981 he focuses
on the significance of critical aspects of petroleum logistics and presents the strategic dimensions of oil

The Global Oil & Gas Industry 2011
despite its size and importance a surprising lack of basic knowledge exists about the oil and gas industry with their timely new
book authors andrew inkpen and michael h moffett have written a nontechnical book to help readers with technical
backgrounds better understand the business of oil and gas they describe and analyze the global oil and gas industry focusing
on its strategic financial and business aspects and addressing a wide range of topics organized around the oil and gas industry
value chain starting with exploration and ending with products sold to consumers the global oil gas industry is a single source
for anyone interested in how the business of the worldís largest industry actually works business executives students
government officials and regulators professionals working in the industry and the general public

Energy and Security 2013-11-20
for more than a century energy and its procurement have been central to the u s position as a world power how can u s
relations with established producer nations ensure the stability of energy supplies how can non opec resources best be brought
to the international marketplace and what are the risks to international security of growing global reliance on imported oil n
energy and security toward a new foreign policy strategy jan h kalicki and david l goldwyn bring together the topmost foreign
policy and energy experts and leaders to examine these issues as well as how the u s can mitigate the risks and dangers of
continued energy dependence through a new strategic approach to foreign policy that integrates both u s energy and national
security interests contributors include abdullah bin hamad al attiyah kevin a baumert michelle billig loyola de palacio jonathan
elkind michelle michot foss leon fuerth lee h hamilton evan m harrje john p holdren paul f hueper amy myers jaffe j bennett
johnston donald a juckett viktor i kalyuzhny melanie a kenderdine william f martin charles mcpherson kenneth b medlock iii
ernest j moniz edward l morse julia nanay shirley neff willy h olsen bill richardson john ryan james r schlesinger gordon
shearer adam e sieminski alvaro silva calderón luis téllez kuenzler j robinson robin west daniel yergin and keiichi yokobori

Strategic Positioning in the Oil Industry 1998-10-08
this volume presents papers drawn from ecssr s second annual energy conference entitled strategic positioning in the oil
industry trends and options held in abu dhabi october 26 27 1996 the work highlights and investigates the changes which are
occurring in the demand structure for oil changes that will have far reaching consequences for oil producers refiners and
distributors who wish to perform in an ever competitive market written principally by leading practitioners the essays
represent the most current thinking on how and in which direction the oil industry particularly in the gulf region is developing
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readers will find trenchant analyses of vertical integration as a strategy for oil security refining and petroleum product
specifications in asia privatization initiatives in the gulf s energy sectors downstream integration of national oil companies and
options and opportunities for gulf oil companies in the asian market strategic positioning in the oil industry trends and options
is not only a valuable collection of information and argument but it also offers a rare insight into the beliefs and perceptions of
those participating in today s international oil industry

Ukraine Oil and Gas Exploration Laws, Regulation Handbook Volume 1
Strategic Information and Basic Laws 2022
the book outlines the author s favored approach to creating a business development strategy for the upstream oil and gas
industry it starts with a description of the industry and explains why business development in upstream oil and gas is distinct
from other industries and should be approached through an analysis of portfolio health organizational capability and asset mix
the book then introduces the reader to an industry toolbox which covers at a high level the technical and commercial concepts
those working in business development should be aware of this is followed by sections focused on assessing portfolio health
organizational capability and asset mix before bringing all of these concepts together in the creation of a business development
strategy the book employs two industry examples as a red thread that run through each of the chapters and demonstrate how
some of the considerations that the author highlights have played out in real life in addition the book employs a fictional oil
company indie oil to allow the author to work through some detailed examples in the more quantitative sections of the book

Business Development Strategy for the Upstream Oil and Gas Industry 2010
this letort paper analyzes the new global oil market it shows how the price of oil reflects the confluence of four interrelated
factors first the paper explores why the supply of oil has been soaring in the world second it explains why the demand for oil
has been relatively weak third it discusses the role that wall street plays in moving the price of oil fourth it examines the
importance of the u s dollar in determining the prices of oil as a result of these factors oil prices are relatively low the paper
also explains how these low oil prices produce winners and losers at home and abroad in addition it explores where oil prices
are likely to go in 2016 without policy intervention it also recommends ways to make oil prices less volatile audience wall
street and international investment traders global economists opec and north american oil producers environmental policy
analysts and consumers may be interested in this letort paper additionally students pursuing coursework relating to trade and
economic development may also find this resource beneficial as a supplemental text or research related products annual
energy outlook 2016 with projections to 2040 can be found at this link bookstore gpo gov products sku 061 003 01168 3 code
of federal regulations title 18 conservation of power and water resources pt 1 399 revised as of april 1 2015 can be found at
this link bookstore gpo gov products sku 869 082 00058 9 code of federal regulations title 17 commodity and securities
exchanges pt 1 40 revised as of april 1 2016 can be found at this link bookstore gpo gov products sku 869 084 00054 9
unlimited impossibilities intelligence support to the deepwater horizon response can be found here bookstore gpo gov products
sku 008 020 01634 9 deep water the gulf oil disaster and the future of offshore drilling report to the president january 2011
print format can be found here bookstore gpo gov products sku 040 000 00784 9 epub file format can be found here bookstore
gpo gov products sku 040 300 00001 5 macondo the gulf oil disaster chief counsel s report 2011 print format can be found
here bookstore gpo gov products sku 040 000 00787 3 epub format can be found here bookstore gpo gov products sku 999 000
55552 1

Outer Continental Shelf Oil and Gas Strategy and Implications of the
Deepwater Horizon Rig Explosion 2015-06
seminar paper from the year 2010 in the subject communications public relations advertising marketing social media grade 73
university of hertfordshire business school course ma marketing language english abstract british petroleum is an international
energy provider with a large degree of focus on both upstream and downstream oil assets and operations as well as continued
diversification into alternative energy sources it has a market capitalization of 117 929 million as at the close of business 29th
march 2010 the beyond petroleum campaign stemmed from late nineties and early noughties merger amoco and acquisition
the atlantic richfield corporation and burmah castrol activity bp approached ogilvy pr with a brief to position bp as a new type
of global energy company that confronts such difficult issues as the conflict between energy and environmental needs and
takes actions beyond what is expected of an oil company ogilvy 2010 leopard 2010 this green washing campaign went on to
win two prweek campaign of the year awards in 2001 however in the same breath it did draw public criticisms from
environmentally focused organizations citing a cynicism within bp beyond petroleum was a campaign that had twofold
objectives looking to both demonstrate that bp were an industry leader with a unique position as a green and socially conscious
oil and gas company as well as uniting several recently acquired companies as well as existing employees under one unified
banner
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The Strategic Importance of the Global Oil Market 2011-02-07
2011 updated reprint updated annually russia oil refining and gas processing companies handbook

PR Analysis of British Petroleum 2016-05-05
2011 updated reprint updated annually turkmenistan oil gas sector business investment opportunities yearbook

Management Strategy in the Oil and Gas Industries 2017-10-03
2011 updated reprint updated annually oman oil and gas exploration laws and regulation handbook

Russia Oil Refining and Gas Processing Industry Handbook Volume 1
Strategic Information and Contacts 2017-12-05
pre university paper from the year 2013 in the subject business economics economic policy grade 1 0 course internationale
wirtschafts u kulturräume language english abstract this academic research paper sets out to examine the role of oil in
international politics it will first be studied which importance oil carries as a commodity and power factor examples for the use
of oil in international relations are given to illustrate the more theoretical backgrounds this paper employs two main examples
norway as an example of an oil rich country and net exporter and the arctic region as an area of possible future conflict over oil
using these examples the different national interests will be shown to demonstrate what is at stake for the national states as
well as for the international community

Turkmenistan Oil and Gas Sector Business, Investment Opportunities
Yearbook Volume 1 Strategic Information, Regulations, Contacts 2013-04-24
monograph presenting a strategy for international cooperation between opec and oecd countries with the objective of using
their combined wealth for a new international economic order focuses on the use of economic aid from petroleum industry
exports to alleviate balance of trade deficits of oil importing developing countries incl development of their energy sources and
considers future petroleum supply and demand etc graphs references and statistical tables

Oman Oil and Gas Exploration Laws, Regulation Handbook - Strategic
Information, Laws and Regulations 1978
bachelor thesis from the year 2011 in the subject economics international economic relations grade 1 vienna university of
economics and business institute for international business language english abstract the process of globalization the constant
search for economies of scale and the more efficient allocation of scarce resources are some of the commonly identified drivers
of internationalization the opening of more and more economies worldwide to foreign capital and international trade leads us
to the question if any economy could still exist as an autarkic market without sacrificing prosperity expanding into foreign
markets does not simply mean for a firm to benefit from growth opportunities it also implies accepting the challenge to
compete with firms in a completely diverse country as regards the specific case of energy firms we have to consider that these
kinds of industries differ significantly from other sectors of the economy taking this into consideration it is crucial for us to
analyze the differing corporate strategies of these firms in order to figure out the decisive underlying values processes and
aims despite the fact that the choice of the suitable entry mode is one of the most frequent empirically analyzed topics in
international business it is often not possible to follow exactly a theoretical internationalization theory firms rather combine
different approaches in order to figure out an individual strategy most suitable for the corporation this thesis will analyze how
energy companies find out this perfect approach which criteria they take into account how these criteria are ranked according
to the individual importance and in general what motives exist for expanding abroad furthermore the author will analyze the
development of energy firms in the past as well as current and future trends by drawing comparisons with other companies in
the extractive industry

Crude Oil as a Strategic Power Factor in International Relations 2012
the success of a e s hit series deadliest catch and discovery channel s new reality show the world s toughest jobs prove that
americans are fascinated with danger and the people who make it their livelihood here readers will find all the harrying details
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on dozens of the riskiest jobs on earth ever thought about becoming a bounty hunter wondered how much bullfighters make
considered training lions or jumping out of helicopters into forest fires for some extra cash did you know truck drivers have
steered themselves into one of the most dangerous jobs in america dangerous jobs offers an entertaining and informational
guide to employment for the truly adventurous soul

The Pressures of Oil 2008-03-03
2011 updated reprint updated annually equatorial guinea oil and gas exploration laws and regulation handbook

The Internationalization of Energy Firms 2008-03-03
the real life answers to italo calvino s invisible cities unruly places explores the most extraordinary off grid offbeat places on
the planet alastair bonnett s tour of the planet s most unlikely micro nations moving villages secret cities and no man s lands
shows us the modern world from surprising new vantage points bound to inspire urban explorers off the beaten trail wanderers
and armchair travelers he connects what we see on maps to what s happening in the world by looking at the places that are
hardest to pin down inaccessible zones improvised settlements multiple cities sharing the same space consider sealand an
abandoned gun platform off the english coast that a british citizen claimed as his own sovereign nation issuing passports and
making his wife a princess or baarle a patchwork city of dutch and flemish enclaves where crossing the street can involve
traversing national borders or sandy island which appeared on maps well into 2012 despite the fact it never existed illustrated
with original maps and drawings unruly places gives readers a new way of understanding the places we occupy

US Oil and Gas Exploration Laws, Regulation Handbook Volume 1 Strategic
Information and Regulations 2017-08-11
2011 updated reprint updated annually cameroon oil and gas exploration laws and regulation handbook

Equatorial Guinea Oil and Gas Exploration Laws, Regulation Handbook
Volume 1 Strategic Information and Regulations 2008-03-03
seminar paper from the year 2011 in the subject business economics offline marketing and online marketing grade 1 7
coventry university course mba sustainable strategy from planning to implementation language english abstract the executive
brief will cover bp s strategic business unit alternative energy and its three main products solar wind and biofuels the critical
evaluation showed the external and internal influences of bp s strategy in this business field as well as the strengths and
weaknesses there is a higher awareness towards the climate change because of environmental disasters the people are looking
for sustainability and energy saving products today governments have a high influence on alternative energies spending
subsidies and cutting them of in economic and financial crises influences the company s strategy bp solar is one of the world
leading companies in selling solar modules focusing on end consumers and project work the company tries to penetrate its 100
country large market with high quality and inexpensive products bp wind is only operating in the us using joint ventures and
own wind parks the company tries to become of the leading wind companies in the us as the result bp wind is highly addicted
to the economic and political development of the country higher investments and entering new markets outside the us can help
to lower the risks bp biofuels is highly connected to the core business of bp oil and gas the company is investing more than 2
billion in research and development in the last years to create efficiency sugarcanes the plant is perfect for the use of biofuels
and shall reduce the amount of fossil fuels in the transport industry but the outcome is quite unsure and the focus is only in
two main markets brazil and us an expansion into the asian market can be important to secure new market in which the
demand for transportation will increase in the next decades overall the alternative energy is just a small part in the bp
company but it will become more important in the future promotion campaigns can help to show the company s commitment in
this area and it maybe helps to reclaim trust

India Oil and Gas Exploration Laws, Regulations Handbook Volume 1
Strategic Information and Basic Laws 2012-05-29
2011 updated reprint updated annually canada oil and gas exploration laws and regulation handbook
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Cameroon Oil and Gas Exploration Laws, Regulation Handbook Volume 1
Strategic Information and Regulations 1980
own the future of your industry with a transformational strategy designed for today s business world leaders today are
inundated with strategic opportunities besieged by business disruptions and pressured to innovate to do things better faster or
differently the ceo of a fortune 500 firm explains it best i am looking at 23 different strategic initiatives trying to develop and
implement so many strategies is like trying to change the driver tires the oil and the bumpers paint the body and tune the
engine and doing all of this on a car that s running at full speed the answer used to be found in strategy but in the past decade
the commonly deployed large scale strategic exercises were largely discredited they were slow and elaborate and did not
deliver the expected returns let alone help make sense of a glut of initiatives or cope with an increasingly unpredictable future
the future of strategy brings strategy back from those big top down plans it answers the questions of executives facing
tumultuous business conditions and rapidly shifting markets is strategy still possible yes aren t strategies outdated before they
can be implemented not if they are done right rather than developing strategy aren t we better off being agile and able to
capitalize on emerging trends faster than our peers agility complements strategy it cannot replace it this book is about
reversing course and repositioning strategy in its rightful place as the overarching management system the authors introduce
their core methodology designed to future proof companies against the friction and fog of war that inexorably accompany
changing times they synthesize three fundamental principles that when combined provide the means to reclaim strategy take
direct cues from fundamental trends affecting the company going forward engage people across the company to translate
these cues into strategy and effectively eliminate the handover hurdle between formulation and execution a major reason for
strategy failure capture the output as competitive opportunities and manage their life cycles when some have run their course
others are ready to take over strategy today requires stepping over the shadows of one s own ingrained beliefs to capture new
opportunities this book reveals the inner workings of transformational strategies developed by leaders who gradually become
more successful by advancing winning combinations of attitudes values habits and practices

Evaluating BP ́s Renewable Energy Strategy 1983
2011 updated reprint updated annually saudi arabia oil gas minerals laws and regulations handbook

The Oil Industry and Government Strategy in the North Sea 2008-03-03
the orvis guide to beginning wingshooting is required reading for anyone interested in picking up the sport or improving their
shooting skills experienced shooter and teacher tom deck shares his tips as well as insider tricks from the most successful
wingshooters the orvis company began one of the very first shooting schools in america almost fifty years ago today orvis has
schools lodges outfitters and guides all dedicated to helping bird hunters discover and enjoy wingshooting this book is a
combination of the 101 best tips from many of the orvis shooting instructors outfitters and guides chapters feature topics such
as safety and etiquette proper equipment eye dominance sporting clays and other games field shooting trap and skeet correct
stance shotgun care and much more it is packed full of expertise for the absolute beginner but even the seasoned wingshooter
will find some helpful tips to sharpen their skills from the basics of gun safety to learning how to correctly spread your duck
decoys the orvis guide to wingshooting covers it all add this volume to your hunting shelf and you ll see a great improvement in
your wingshooting technique

Management Strategy in the Oil and Gas Industries 2015-01-02
seminar paper from the year 2010 in the subject business economics business management corporate governance grade a
oxford brookes university language english abstract premier oil is one of the leading uk based oil and gas company the
company has oil and gas exploration production and development interests in three major regions including asia indonesia and
vietnam pakistan and africa and north sea this report presents a guide for the strategic direction of the company with a special
focus upon its high prospects in asian region the report presents the strategic objectives of the company for its operation in
asia which encompass the growth production and financial goals of the company in that region and is aligned with the overall
company s performance these objectives can only be achieved through the overall underlying efficiency of the company s
internal processes and its organizational learning and development aspects therefore it is imperative to propose a balanced
strategic guideline for the organization to achieve its overall financial and growth aims this report uses the balance scorecard
tool to propose several recommendations it considers the key performance measures in each of the strategic perspectives
namely financial customer internal processes and learning and innovation perspective
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Canada Oil and Gas Exploration Laws and Regulation Handbook Volume 1
Strategic Information and Regulations 2018-01-18
this electronic version has been made available under a creative commons by nc nd open access license multinational
corporations are not merely the problem in environmental concerns but could also be part of the solution the oil industry and
climate change provide the clearest example of how the two are linked what is less well known is how the industry is
responding to these concerns this volume presents a detailed study of the climate strategies of exxonmobil shell and statoil
with an innovative analytical approach the authors explain variations at three decision making levels within the companies
themselves in the national home bases of the companies and at an international level the analysis generates policy relevant
knowledge about whether and how corporate resistance to a viable climate policy can be overcome the analytical approach
developed by the authors is also applicable to other areas of environmental degradation where multinational corporations play
a central role the book is invaluable to students researchers and practitioners interested in national and international
environmental politics and business environmental management

The Future of Strategy: A Transformative Approach to Strategy for a World
That Won’t Stand Still 1977
energy markets in emerging economies addresses current key issues new opportunities and various growth strategies relating
to the energy markets in key emerging economies the book addresses key aspects including key oil and gas energy markets
and their strategic ties to global petrochemical and chemicals shale gas and renewable energy growths it also provides insights
on business strategies and market expansion strategies employed by mncs and state owned companies in maintaining and
defending their positions in the global market and in developing new markets and opportunities globally particularly in china
india and the middle east the strategic implications of the global oil and gas prices fluctuations on the industries are also
discussed the practical and theoretical perspectives within the commercial context addressed in this book provide a clearer
understanding of the energy markets and their leading players relevant not only to industry players but also interdependent
markets

Saudi Arabia Oil, Gas, Minerals Laws and Regulations Handbook Volume 1
Strategic Information and Basic Laws 1988
in 1973 the united states and other western countries were shocked by the arab oil embargo lines formed at gasoline pumps
fuel stations ran out of supply prices skyrocketed and the nation realized its vulnerability to decisions made by leaders of
countries half a world away in response the u s strategic petroleum reserve spr which was signed into law by president gerald
ford in 1975 has become the nation s primary tool of energy policy following its first major use during the persian gulf war of
1991 officials and policy makers at the highest levels increasingly turned to the spr to stave off shortages and mitigate rising
energy prices author and historian bruce a beaubouef examines for the first time the interactions that have shaped the
development of the spr he argues that the spr has survived because it is a passive regulatory tool that serves to protect energy
consumers and petroleum consumption and does not compete with the american oil industry indeed by the late twentieth
century as american import dependency reached new heights refiners and transporters increasingly relied upon the spr as a
ready resource to help maintain feedstock when supplies were tight or disrupted in a time of continued vulnerability this
definitive work will be of interest to those concerned with the history economy and politics of the oil and gas industry as well
as to historians and practitioners of oil and energy policy

The Evolution of OPEC Strategy 2017
2011 updated reprint updated annually venezuela oil and gas exploration laws and regulation handbook

Petroleum Exploitation Strategy 2016-06
since 2008 energy and food markets those most fundamental to human existence have remained in turmoil resource scarcity
has had a much bigger global impact in recent years than has been predicted with ongoing volatility a sign that the world is
only part way through navigating a treacherous transition in the way it uses resources scarcity and perceptions of scarcity
increase political risks while geopolitical turmoil exacerbates shortages and complicates the search for solutions the new
politics of strategic resources examines the political dimensions of strategic resource challenges at the domestic and
international levels for better or worse energy and food markets are shaped by perceptions of national interest and do not
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behave as traditional market goods so while markets are an essential part of any response to tighter resource supplies
governments also will play a key role david steven emily o brien bruce jones and their colleagues discuss what those roles are
and what they should be the architecture for coordinating multilateral responses to these dynamics has fallen short raising
questions about the effective international management of these issues politics impede here too as the major powers must
negotiate political and security trade offs to cooperate on the design of more robust international regimes and mechanisms for
resource security and the provision of global public goods this timely volume includes chapters on major powers united states
india china and key suppliers russia saudi arabia the contributors also address thematic topics such as the interaction between
oil and state fragility the changing political dynamics of climate change and the politics of resource subsidies

Efficiency, Sustainability and Exit Strategy in the Oil and Gas Sector
2014-04-02
planet earth s oil is going to run out and soon there is no serious debate on the matter and this sober report by the u s
government accountability office baldly lays out how critical the problem is oil production has without question already peaked
and in decline in the u s and all over areas of the globe outside the middle east and just how much oil is left in that powder keg
region is unknown how will an increasingly industrialized and hence energy hungry world meet its energy needs over the
coming decades the comprehensive 2007 report examines key peak oil studies to determine how long we might have before the
oil supply goes into serious decline and then explores key technologies to enhance that supply including ultra deep water
drilling and oil shale as well as key technologies that could displace oil consumption in the transportation sector from ethanol
and biodiesel to hydrogen cells this is vital reading for anyone who wants to remain informed on one of the most pressing
political and technological issues of our time the government accountability office was established in 1921 as the audit
evaluation and investigative arm of the united states congress

Brunei Oil, Gas Exploration Laws and Regulations Handbook Volume 1
Strategic Information and Basic Regulations 2013-07-19

Premier Oil Strategic Management 2016-07-15

Climate change and the oil industry 2007

Energy Markets in Emerging Economies 1984

The Strategic Petroleum Reserve 2017-12

Problems with Distribution of Oil from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve
2014-11-21

Venezuela Oil, Gas Exploration Laws and Regulation Handbook - Strategic
Information, Regulations, Opportunities 2007-10-01

The New Politics of Strategic Resources

Crude Oil
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